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Welcome to the SaskGames News Bulletin. We at SaskGames are working to strengthen the
gaming community in Saskatchewan by sending out a periodic bulletin to inform the gaming
community of events and other game related news.
Play On, Saskatchewan!
Looking For Group

The Marketplace

Member bio info and people looking for
game groups: HERE

The marketplace: Post items to buy, sell,
or trade HERE

2017 Gaming Goals
Some members are sharing their 2016
gaming goals and progress HERE
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Locally Developed Games
There is a section for showcasing
Saskatchewan made games & products
HERE

What’s Hitting the Table
Members share insights about games
that are hitting their table HERE

Game Store Directory
You can find a directory of Saskatchewan
game stores HERE
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Venues
Here is a listing of venues. Simply put,
venues are physical locations where
games are played.
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
Tramps (Regina)
Dragon’s Den Games (Saskatoon)
ChewsDay Challenge (Regina)
Games on Tap (Regina)
Strategy Saturday (Regina)
Prairie Game eXpo (Regina)
Boards and Beans (Regina)
FRAG Game Days (Regina)
Adult Science Night (Regina)
Moosomin Board Lords
Miscellaneous Events

Google Map
of Venues
Welcome To New Members
We would like to extend a welcome
to the new SaskGames members.
This is a list of members who signed
up during the previous month.
Welcome, and happy gaming!!
We’ve had 32 new members
during the December/January
months! If you see someone new
around, say welcome!

Cover Photo Credit
Cover photo by Lori of the Boardgame
Dixit Revelations.
If you have a photo you have taken and would like to showcase it,
send to Photos@SaskGames.com
If you want to discuss this issue, feel free to join the discussion
or post your thoughts HERE

Next Issue will come out on April 15th, 2017.
Submission Deadline is April 1st, 2017.
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Your SaskGames Executive
by Brad Boileau

As many of you well know, SaskGames is a community
organization dedicated to fostering the hobby of gaming—
board, card, roleplaying, miniature, and more—in the
province of Saskatchewan. Our gaming initiatives and events
range from weekly (Chewsday Challenge and Games on Tap),
monthly (Adult Science Night), thrice yearly (Prairie Game
Expo), and yearly (Fan Expo). In addition, for the sake of
fun, the SaskGames administration believes firmly in giving
back and “gaming for goodness”. The very successful fourth
annual Play With Your Food fundraiser—a year long, teambased fundraising effort that culminates in a final 24-hour
boardgaming event for Soul’s Harbour Rescue Mission each
October—capped off with over $43,000 dollars raised for
Soul’s Harbour programming. That is an amazing effort on
behalf of the Play With Your Food Committee and the Teams
/ Individuals / Sponsors that helped in raising that incredible
amount of money. Every year, it’s a lot of work, but we love it
when the community bands together to have fun and support
the less fortunate. To sound cliché for a moment, everything
we do, we do it for you!
We are an organization of volunteers. Over the past 6 years,
SaskGames has grown exponentially to over 1000+ website
members and that growth, believe it or not, is supported
through a small but dedicated group of members who have
stepped up to be Helpers, Leaders, and Executive Members in
the organization. The founder of the SaskGames organization,
Matt Robertson, who stepped down as President in March
2016, poured his heart and soul into galvanizing the gaming
community in the province with his idea to unite gamers and
foster the values of inclusivity. We, your Executive, continue
his legacy by upholding those values and continuing to make
our events and initiatives safe spaces for beginner and veteran
gamers alike. Since much of what we do remains hidden
in administration, we feel it’s important to give you, the
Community, a chance to “meet” your SaskGames Executive.
Brad Boileau currently sits on the Executive as your President.
Having taken over the role of President from Matt Robertson,
the previous President and Founder of SaskGames, he has
been working hard to build the structures and stability
needed in the Organization to see it through for many years
to come. On top of guiding the Executive Committee and
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the action items for SaskGames, Brad holds a few Leadership
positions including Social Media Coordinator and Head of the
Marketing Committee, is one of three Global Moderators of the
forum site, and outside of Leadership volunteers as a member
of the Prairie Game Expo Planning Committee, volunteers
as Chewsday Challenge, Games on Tap, and Adult Science
Night Ambassadors, and is a member of the MegaGame
Team. In his career, Brad has worked almost exclusively
in IT within roles that involve software quality assurance,
database administration and development, cloud-based
data architecture and design on the Salesforce.com platform,
as well as business analysis and consulting. Currently, he
works as a full-time Data Architect and Cloud Consultant for
a startup firm in San Francisco called Atlas Cloud Solutions.
Brad started seriously boardgaming back at the University
of Ottawa where he went to school and started off his adult
board game collection with Betrayal at House on the Hill (1st
Ed), which has endured to today as one of his favourites and
has really kept his love of horror boardgames and roleplaying
games (like World of Darkness and Dread RPG) alive. In
addition to horror, he loves clever euro games like Terra
Mystica and Euphoria, fantasy war games like War of the Ring
and Kemet, abstract strategy games like Tash-Kalar and GO,
hidden movement games like Scotland Yard and Letters from
Whitechapel, and dexterity games like Crokinole and Rhino
Hero. Pretty much, if it has a clever mechanic, Brad will like it;
however, he finds himself turned off by many of the heavierweight euros and worker placement games. Aside from
boardgaming, Brad is an avid cook and homebrewer, loves to
play story-driven, immersive, and 2D indie video games, loves
sci-fi horror movies like the Alien and Riddick franchises, and
loves to travel and hike. Having come to the city of Regina in
August 2014, he feels like he has found a home and calling in
the SaskGames community.
Murray Bennett currently sits on the Executive as your
Vice-President. In addition to his efforts on the Executive
Committee, Murray is best known as the Chair of the Play
With Your Food Charity Committee and the Overseer of the
MegaGame Charity Event. Murray works as Business Analyst
at Farm Credit Canada (FCC) in downtown Regina and spends
most of his time in software design, testing, and wireframing.
FCC produces agricultural bookkeeping and crop record
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keeping software and apps for Canada’s farmers. Where
boardgames are concerned, Murray finds himself drawn to
more cooperative games as he finds teamwork at all levels of
his life is the most rewarding. Other than boardgaming, sports
is Murray’s #1 hobby. He has played touch football for the last
38 years of his life in Regina with 4 national championships for
his team in that time. Murray also loves spending time with his
family on vacation and at home, as well as taking care of the
family farm yard. Since he stopped playing football, Murray’s
involvement with SaskGames and with the PWYF Charity has
been hugely rewarding and fills a much needed gap for him.
Lori MacKenzie currently sits on the Executive as your
Treasurer. Lori is a jill-of-all-trades and holds many hats in
the SaskGames Organization—she is one of three Global
Moderators for the forum site, the current Organizer of the
MegaGame in support of the Play With Your Food fundraising
event (the next to take place will be on March 25th, 2017), and
is the Membership Manager, handling the full list/database
of forum site users, managing the printing of name badges,
and calculating membership/event attendance statistics. At
work, Lori is the Office Manager for Joe’s Electric in Regina
doing accounts and payroll administration. As an interesting
aspect of working for a contractor, she gets the inside
scoop on some of the new stores and restaurants coming
to the city before it gets out to the general public. In the
boardgame arena, Lori’s favourites are worker-placement,
engine-building and Euro games although she tells us she’d
like to play more deck builders because she’s still perfecting
the deck crafting system. On the other end of the spectrum,
Lori’s least favourite games are bluffing and party games. Like
many of us, Lori grew up playing games like Clue, Trouble,
Risk, Life, Mastermind, and a variety of extremely well-known
card games like Cribbage, Canasta, Rummy, and Rummoli. In
addition to boardgames, Lori likes to read, make homemade
cards, watch TV, do photography, and travel. She got involved
with SaskGames in April 2014 and before long became a
“regular” at Chewsday Challenge, eventually becoming more
involved with SaskGames by volunteering at events such as
Prairie Game Expo, Adult Science Night, and the MegaGame.
Roxanne Stankievich currently sits on the Executive as
your Secretary. Many of you probably know Roxanne from
Chewsday Challenge since, in addition to her role on the
Executive, she also sits on the Leadership Team as Chewsday
Challenge Organizer, on the Play With Your Food Committee
as Vice-Chair, and works to highlight our sponsors as the
SaskGames Sponsorship Lead. During the day, Roxanne works
as a Metallurgical Research Engineer for Evraz in Regina and
works to develop new steel chemistries and improve the quality
of Evraz’s current products. When it comes to boardgames,
Roxanne plays a little bit of everything, usually whatever other
people bring out to the different SaskGames events. Some
of her favorite games are Dominion, RoboRally, and Galaxy
Trucker, but she also enjoys fast reflex games like Dutch Blitz
and Fun Farm. Besides boardgames, she also plays computer
games, paints, takes Krav Maga classes, and loves travelling—
taking at least one international trip a year! Roxanne grew up
in Alberta and went to University in Edmonton, before moving
to Regina for work. She got involved in saskgames in 2013
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when looking for things to do in Regina.
Nicole Persram currently sits on the Executive as a Memberat-Large. Nicole is an indispensable asset to the SaskGames
team—she holds the Leadership roles and responsibilities
of Website Admin and she coordinates and produces the
SaskGames Newsletter. By day, Nicole works full-time at
Young’s Equipment Inc as the Marketing and Advertising
Coordinator for all 9 of their locations. On her off time
from there, she dons her self-employed hat doing website
development and graphic design for the company that she
helped create, Pixel Smash Studios. For those that don’t know,
Pixel Smash Studios is an amazing web development firm
and one of SaskGames’ largest sponsors! With boardgaming,
Nicole likes to play a lot of things. She believes that theme
and design is more of a credential than any one game type for
her, so she is usually up for trying anything once. In general,
Nicole enjoys euro games, deck builders, arena style brawls,
card games, dungeon explorers, deduction games, abstract
games, heavy strategy games, and dice/luck-heavy games. On
the other hand, she finds it pretty hard to be sold of a dry war
themed game or anything Cthulhu/Lovecraft-based, it’s just
not for her, and, being an artist herself, she does find that she
judges certain games based on their artwork. When she has
free time, Nicole also enjoys playing video games, to draw and
watch a lot of anime, and, of course, paint in the fine arts.
Dana Tillusz currently sits on the Executive as a Memberat-Large. Dana is an integral part of the community and one
of SaskGames founding members. In addition to this, Dana
is the founder of Comic Readers and today owns/co-owns
two comic book and gaming shops in Regina, SK. He’s been
doing this since 1994 and since the start of SaskGames in
2010, has had an enduring impact on the growth and stability
of the community here in the city with the Comic Readers’sponsored, thrice-yearly event, Prairie Game Expo. In addition
to sitting on the Executive, Dana, of course, holds a position
on the Leadership Team for his role as the Prairie Game Expo
Organizer. With boardgames, he gravitates towards the mid/
heavy-weight Euros—the dryer the better, and no theme
is necessary. Dana also plays a lot of dexterity games, deckbuilders, and abstract games; however, he is pretty much
willing to play anything since he loves to discover new
mechanics and ideas within designs. Solving the “puzzle” of a
new game is what really gets him. Other than gaming, Dana
reads comics, spends time with his three-year old daughter,
and manages a fantasy hockey pool. If time permits, he can
either be found napping, enjoying fine foods, or watching
black and white samurai movies.
I hope this gives you a great snapshot into the amazing
and dynamic individuals that steer the helm of the great
SaskGames ship. We are delighted to see people attending
and enjoying our events and want to continue to run these
for years to come. In the future, if you, the reader, might ever
be interested in becoming a volunteer for SaskGames, don’t
hesitate to approach one of the Executive Members listed here
or a leading volunteer at one of our events. We’d be happy to
have you and it would keep our organization strong!
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…by the numbers.
2016 has been a great year to meet new people and connect
with friends at SaskGames!
Our flagship event, Chewsday Challenge, held at Boston Pizza
North and sponsored by Comic Readers proved strong again
this year with 2422 total visits including 191 people who
checked us out for the first time. Over the year we played well
over 1000 games, gave away $600 in prizes and conquered
everything from aliens to zombies. If you’re new to gaming,
our ambassadors are there to welcome you to this family
friendly event and they’ll have you set-up to play a game in
no time flat. We look forward to seeing everyone on Tuesday
nights at Chewsday Challenge in 2017!

This is an adult-only event where you must be 19+ to attend
but don’t be fooled as you’ll often see many party games and
dexterity games out on the table for some crazy fun.
Comic Readers and SaskGames sponsored three installments
of Prairie Game eXpo in 2016 with a total of 427 visitors. This
event is held at the Core Ritchie Centre and it’s a great way
for families to learn about board games in a fun and friendly
atmosphere. PGX features “Learn to Play” sessions and board
game tournaments for a variety of popular games. You can
also check out games featuring miniatures, connect with
local game designers or play something new from the current
“hotness” in board games; there is definitely something for
everyone. We were happy to welcome 200 first time visitors
to PGX in 2016.
Our Play With Your Food event is an annual fundraising initiative
in support of Souls Harbour Rescue Mission. SaskGames, Souls
Harbour and many local businesses gave their support to this
24 hour board gaming extravaganza which brings together all
the teams that have raised money throughout the year. 2016
saw 106 people on 23 teams raise over $43,000 for programs
at Souls Harbour. Well done, everyone!
Adult Science Night with SaskGames at the Saskatchewan
Science Centre saw eight Thursday nights of science and
board game activities for those 19 and older. Our volunteers
taught dozens of light games on a wide variety of themes and
generated lots of interest for board gaming in Regina. We
later welcomed many of them to our weekly gaming nights!
Check the SaskGames website (http://forums.saskgames.
com/) or the Saskatchewan Science Centre website (http://
www.sasksciencecentre.com/events-calendar) for the next
date and theme of the night.

Our Wednesday event, Games on Tap at O’Hanlons Irish Pub,
was a new initiative for SaskGames in 2016. Starting with
our fundraiser in April, we hosted 641 people over those
first 9 months and although the venue turned out not to be
as ideally suited for gaming as we had hoped, we are happy
to go into 2017 with our new partner, Beer Bros. Gastropub.
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Alliance Mega Game
by Lori MacKenzie

MegaGames are large social games involving teams of players
who come together at a single venue for a day of live game play.
The main feature of any MegaGame is player interaction (80%)
set within the structure of light board game rules and physical
components (20%). Teams of players must work together to
accomplish objectives, manage stressful situations, compete
for scarce resources, and navigate the waters of global
diplomacy and intrigue in order to broker deals and achieve
success within the parameters of each particular game.

Alliance is a game where teams of 2-3 players represent nations
of the world as they strive to improve their countries through
infrastructure development, military stability, technology
advancement and crisis management all while reaching the
ultimate goal of world peace. There may be a few shady deals
along the way, a military standoff along your border, a bit of
treachery and deceit, a bribe here and there or an unlikely
alliance that rocks the world, but hey, you have the whole day
to fix it if it starts to go horribly wrong!

MegaGames have been created in a wide range of subject
matter ranging from current news events, politics, science
fiction, history and fantasy but all tend to feature negotiation,
problem-solving, strategic thinking, imagination and a
healthy dose of humour! Certainly the fun in MegaGames
is the freedom of role-playing and the creative decisionmaking that takes place during the day. Mix that with a bit
of panic, conflicting moral dilemmas and a dollop of global
consciousness and you have a very exciting day that might
also teach you a few things…

Featuring
* Secret Agents
* Current Events

* Secret Societies
* Financial crises

* National Infrastructure
* Diplomacy, trades and
negotiations

* Secret objectives
* Technological advancements

* Military posturing
* Crisis management

* Collusion
* World peace

As part of our Play With Your Food annual fundraiser,
SaskGames is proud to present our 3rd MegaGame on
Saturday, March 25, 2017!
The world is a complicated place. Countries are forever
managing their resources, economies and governments in
order to compete in an ever-changing global market. Leaders
rise and fall on the success of their trades and alliances,
some choosing to strengthen their military and economy
while others delve into the world of espionage and black
markets. Do you have what it takes to be a strong prime
minister, reaching your country’s objectives and solving
global crises? Can you guide your military commander (or
just keep him under control) to protect your borders against
conniving neighbours? Will your nation thrive and prosper
on the strength of your research, lifting you to the ultimate
breakthrough in cutting-edge technology or will you have
to strip away your natural resources just to manage your
burgeoning debt?
January / February 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter

2016 Urban Nightmare: “It’s all under control”
photo by Bryce Robinson
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Prairie Game eXpo: Simple, Family Fun!
by Brad Boileau

This past January, SaskGames and ComicReaders kicked-off the
year right with a bit of simple, family fun: the 10th installment
of Prairie Game eXpo. Back in 2014 when Prairie Game eXpo
began, ComicReaders had decided to start sponsoring an
event where the gaming community would have adequate
space and resources to run large format tournaments. While
ComicReaders had expected hardly 100 people at their first
event, 158 people came out to represent and show that there
was a desire for what Prairie Game eXpo had to offer. Since
then, even though overall numbers have fluctuated from time
to time, Prairie Game Expo has grown exponentially in terms
of new attendees and has come to mean a whole lot more to
a different set of people.
Thanks to our amazing Membership Manager, Lori MacKenzie,
who took on the responsibility for membership and attendance
tracking for SaskGames in 2014, we’ve been able to track the
great growth of Prairie Game eXpo over several events and,
into 2016, the number of completely new attendees:
Prairie Game eXpo # Total Attendance

New Attendance

PGX III (Sept 2014)

94

-

PGX IV (Jan 2015)

122

-

PGX V (May 2015)

92

-

PGX VI (Sept 2015)

93

-

PGX VII (Jan 2016)

174

94

PGX VIII (May 2016)

122

52

PGX IX (Oct 2016)

131

54

It’s important to point out that the total new attendance we’ve
been tracking for Prairie Game eXpo events represent people
who have never come to a Prairie Game eXpo in the past,
which has really become the metric that we, the Committee,
use to measure success.
At the tail end of 2015, it was decided ComicReaders
and SaskGames would put together an official Planning
Committee with the purpose of standardized programming
January / February 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter

open to newcomers and beginners, as well as ensuring
attendance growth for the future. Currently composed of
the two co-owners of ComicReaders—Dana Tillusz and Chad
Boudreau—as well as Jason Szarkowicz and yours truly, Brad
Boileau, the Committee laid the groundwork for everything
the SaskGames Community has come to expect from a
Prairie Game eXpo event: a beginner-friendly environment
for families, newcomers, and veteran gamers alike supported
by an outstanding set of volunteers; a series of learn-to-play
games scheduled throughout the day to help introduce
beginners to easy and popular games; a couple light, easy-toplay boardgame tournaments open to anyone in the public,
usually one in the morning-early afternoon and one in the late
afternoon-early evening; an area of the eXpo space dedicated
to different styles of miniatures games such as Warhammer
40K, Warmachine, Infinity, Star Wars X-Wing, and more; a
space open for different varieties of roleplaying games like
Pathfinder, Dungeons & Dragons, etc.; a game design corner
as a meeting place for local game designers looking to share
ideas among each other and engage the public to playtest
their games; and, finally, lots and lots of space for open
gaming, tables where people can bring their games to play
or join someone else’s game anywhere they see the iconic
“Players Wanted” sign.
Indeed, the efforts of the Committee had been put to the
test through 2016. Prairie Game eXpo is an event that is run
three times a year—January, May, and Sept/Oct—and in
2016, each of these three events throughout the year showed
at least a 25% jump in attendance when compared to 2015.
We’ve attributed a lot of this growth to our new marketing
campaigns, both on live TV and in print/online news sources.
We’ve been granted some amazing opportunities to talk
about and spread news around Prairie Game eXpo at noon on
CTV Regina several times as well as on Global Regina Morning
News for this past installment of the event. In addition to
our media coverage, the Committee has spent a lot of time
emphasizing how the event is family friendly, open to kids and
beginners, and is an event that newcomers can use to explore
the world of boardgames as a hobby. The sheer number of
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families and newcomers that have been coming to Prairie
Game eXpo since the start of 2015 is really heartening, really
boosting us up with fresh blood and making all the effort
we’ve been putting into it extremely rewarding.
On Saturday January 28, 2017, 193 attendees joined us at
the Core Ritchie Centre throughout the day from 9:00 am to
9:00 pm in the evening. To date, this has been the HIGHEST
attendance of any Prairie Game eXpo! Our previous highest
total had been last January in 2016 with 174 people. We
really hope to continue the trend! The event this January
was extremely fun—many learn-to-play games as always,
two incredibly successful tournaments of Marvel Legendary
and King of New York, several incredibly heated miniatures
tournaments of Star Wars X-Wing and Warhammer 40K Kill
Team, and even a kids tournament organized by a teacher—
Alex Meeres from Milestone Elementary in Milestone, SK—for
the kids in his school’s board game club. It was absolutely
great to see so many kids out, some of which got to play the
Giant Connect 4 we had at the front of the room. The number
of families that came to “unplug” and play a game or two from
the Prairie Game eXpo game library was really a great sight
to see.
This coming May, the Committee will be hosting the
11th instalment of Prairie Game eXpo on Saturday May 27,
2017, same time and same place. As May is usually one of
our less-attended events, given the time of year and the start
of holidays for many people, the Planning Committee has
decided to bring a theme to the May Prairie Game eXpo—
Roleplaying & Storytelling. We are going to highlight many
different styles of roleplaying games and different styles of
story-based, storytelling board and card games. The Netflix
show Stranger Things has given Dungeons & Dragons another
boost in popularity. Pathfinder continues to be strong, with
appearances at almost every Prairie Game eXpo. Plus, there

are many other role-playing games available, featuring genres
like science fiction and horror. We feel there is a growing
appetite for roleplaying games and the Committee feels we
can do a great job highlighting the fun of RPGs for beginners
and those already interested in it!
Join us in May and check some of them out.

Through the Lens
Some boardgames are very pleasing to the eye when set up, and it is great to capture some of those moments in pictures. Do you
have some game related photos you would like to share with the group? Send them to Photos@SaskGames.com

Marvel Legendary
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15 Years Later:A Fan Meeting
by Dan Chard
As we all know, Carcassonne won the Spiel des Jahres award
in 2001 and has been one of the most popular boardgames
in the world ever since. When I first heard that there would
be a big celebration/ fan-meeting to recognise the 15th
anniversary of this special achievement, I knew I’d want to be
part of it and I didn’t want to turn up empty-handed. I wanted
to create a gift for Klaus-Jürgen Wrede to commemorate this
special occasion, and I wanted it to be on behalf of the many,
many people who have gotten so much out of his games and
who continue to help other people to do the same. But what?

could at least ask someone for an Abbey to help me out if I got
really stuck, but as the tiles continued to arrive I began to have
second thoughts about the whole project. It had become
quite a big deal since my initial idea and included tiles not just
from enthusiastic fans such as myself but from members of
HiG and Carcassonne on Tour, Doris Matthäus, famous game
designers and even Klaus-Jürgen Wrede himself (although
without knowing what his tile would be used for). I didn’t post
as many updates on the forums for a while as I started to worry
about all the people I was potentially going to let down...

Since Klaus-Jürgen has always been so supportive of his game
and has never turned down a request to make someone’s day
by signing a tile for them, I thought it was high time that we his fans - got together to return the favour by signing our own
tiles, putting them together into a single landscape and giving
it to him. I had no idea how many others (if any) would be
interested in doing the same thing, or what the finished article
might look like even if they did, but I floated my idea on both
Carcassonne Central and Carcassonne Forum in November
last year and soon began to receive tiles signed by people
who had read my message and who were just as keen to thank
Klaus-Jürgen for his game as I was.

A month or so later I posted a deadline by which I hoped to
receive the last of the tiles from anyone who still wanted to be
included and it came round in no time at all. A final count at
this point revealed that I wasn’t far off 150 tiles which seemed
like a good target, so I dug out a few more of my own tiles
and took them to be signed by friends and colleagues who
I’d enjoyed playing Carcassonne with in the past and who
knew how I felt about the game. I even asked my 5 year-old
daughter to sign one as she’s a big fan of Kids of Carcassonne
and was desperate to be included!

By spring 2016 I’d received almost 100 tiles and was starting
to think about what the dimensions of the final landscape
would be, and what I’d need to consider in order to make
it as aesthetically pleasing as possible given the variety
of expansions that I’d already been sent. Would it even be
possible to arrange all the tiles into a grid without any gaps? I

I then got everything together and spent most of a morning
in late September spreading all the tiles out and arranging
them into as perfect a landscape as I could conceive. It was a
bit like doing a huge jigsaw puzzle except for that I was able
to swap some of the pieces around in certain places in order to
help fit other tiles into spaces where they wouldn’t previously
have gone. In some cases couples who had both signed tiles
wanted their tiles to go next to each other plus there were 6

(left) Humble beginnings! (middle) It’s starting to grow... (right) ...and grow!
January / February 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter
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After completing the final landscape I carefully numbered the backs of all the tiles and then carelessly chucked them into a box.
German Castles to spread out, several starting positions (City
of Carcassonne, River, School and classic crfr) and Wind Roses
to align according to their compass direction which all added
to the complexity. As if this weren’t enough, a final goal was
to ensure that as many names as possible were upright and
readable; no wonder it took so long to solve such a tricky
puzzle!
After completing my masterpiece I spent a little while admiring
the end result (and checking for misplaced tiles) before
carefully numbering the back of each tile as I dismantled it and
put the tiles away until such time that I was ready to stick them
all down. I knew then that the finished landscape was going to
be 15 tiles by 10 tiles (depending on how many tiles German
Castles count as – for the sake of being consistent with their
physical dimensions I assumed two) which gave me an idea of
what size frame I’d need. As it happened I soon discovered that
we already had a spare frame of exactly the right dimensions
which my wife had bought for me years earlier to do something
very similar (but on a much smaller scale). As far as I could tell
this frame would be perfect, so I bought some card and cut it
down to make a background. I then spent an evening making
a series of careful measurements and markings on the card so
that I could see where to stick the tiles such that they would
appear in the centre of the frame with an even border around
them. I hadn’t really intended to do it all that evening, but after
setting the tiles out again to confirm my measurements I then
began to stick them down one tile at a time and after three or
four hours everything was in place with two glue-dots per tile
holding them securely.
I was very happy with the end result but probably didn’t
appreciate it as much as I might have done as it was 3am by the
time I’d finished sticking everything down! The next morning
I wrapped it up in bubble-wrap and then brown paper, and
put it somewhere safe. I had only about a week to go before I
would be delivering it to Klaus-Jürgen Wrede in person and I
didn’t want anything to happen to it between then and now.
Furthermore, I wanted Klaus-Jürgen to be the first person to
see the finished landscape which meant I couldn’t share any
of the many photos I’d taken before I’d wrapped it up, but was
desperately looking forward to posting them on the forums
after I’d got back from Essen.
On Wednesday 12th October at about 6:30am, fellow
Carcassonne Central member and good friend Decar/ Tom
and I left Reading and made our way to Essen via channel
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tunnel and then France, Belgium and The Netherlands. It was
a long drive (about 500km) but it went very smoothly and we
had a comfortable hotel to relax in prior to the first day of the
Essen festival the following morning, and the Carcassonne
fan-meeting that would follow in the evening. I’d been looking
forward to this for more than two years and was thrilled at
the prospect of finally meeting Klaus-Jürgen Wrede and the
privilege of presenting him with something that so many of
his fans around the world had contributed to.
(left) All wrapped up (DVD not included)! (right) ...and ready for
the off at 6:30am on Wednesday 12th October

After cutting our first day at the awesome festival slightly
short, Tom and I walked back to our hotel with our first-day
purchases, collected the frame from our room and got a taxi
to the fan meeting. As we arrived we received a very warm
welcome from Udo Schmitz of Carcassonne on Tour who had
organised the entire event, and were invited to sign the guest
book. Since the entrance was quite small and getting crowded
as more people began to arrive, most people (including us)
soon went through into the main part of the restaurant where
we sat down and chatted amongst ourselves over a glass or
two of beer. Tom and I sat at a table with kettlefish and a friend
of Moritz Brunnhofer who was in the process of having a game
called “Half Pint Heroes” published (he was the designer). He’d
brought a prototype with him which we played later in the
evening, and it was such fun that Tom and I both requested to
be added to his mailing list for it.
Once everyone had arrived, the first highlight of the evening
was a short piano concert that Klaus-Jürgen Wrede played for
everyone, just as he did in Latvia earlier this year. It felt like a
huge privilege just to be there as he was an excellent pianist
and the songs he’d chosen to play for us had been chosen
by him for personal reasons. He joked afterwards that now
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he’d finished playing we could all get on with the food, but
the atmosphere was so special while he was playing that I
would happily have sat and listened to him for hours on end
regardless of whether there was any food waiting for me
afterwards. It was simply incredible and I got the impression
that everybody else there felt the same way as I did.
While everyone had been chatting at their tables earlier, Udo
came over to me and asked if I’d be willing to give a short
speech in front of everyone as I presented Klaus-Jürgen with
the framed landscape. Whilst slightly apprehensive at first,
I could think of no better reason for stepping outside my
comfort zone than to say a few words on behalf of all the
people who had contributed to his gift. My opportunity to
do so came after everyone had eaten and Moritz Brunnhofer
had delivered a short speech in English and German to thank
everyone who was there for the role that they’d played in
making Carcassonne everything that it was (this included
Carcassonne’s many fans/ supporters of course, which was
nice to hear). As he drew to a close and was about to invite
everyone to start playing games, kettlefish rushed over
to tell him to announce that it was now time for a special
presentation and I stepped up onto the stage, was given a
microphone and addressed the room...
I hadn’t really planned what I was actually going to say as I
hadn’t been given a lot of time to think of anything, but
fortunately the words came naturally and most of the room
seemed to appreciate the sentiment of the message that I was
attempting to deliver. Klaus-Jürgen then joined me on the
stage so that I could hand him the carefully-wrapped frame

and even hugged me before opening it! Then, once he’d
eventually managed to get all the paper and bubble-wrap
off (it had come a long way), he looked genuinely delighted
with it and held it up on the stage as about a thousand camera
flashes went off in our faces.
The rest of the evening all seemed to go by in a bit of a blur.
Klaus-Jürgen and Bernd Brunnhofer were both presented
with a beautifully made, limited edition Carcassonne box
each, then we all got to play the new Carcassonne spin-off
“Amazonas” for the first time. Udo explained the rules to Tom
and I and our new friend whose name I didn’t catch, then Udo’s
daughter Annika kindly kept score for us while the three of us
played. The end result was a narrow victory for me, so when
Klaus-Jürgen later handed me a signed copy of the game and
it turned out to be the same box as we’d just played at our
table I knew it would bring me luck!
The final event of the evening was the Carcassonne “Action
Quiz”. This was a multiple-choice quiz where different answers
– a, b and c – had corresponding actions such as touching your
left ear with your right hand, putting both arms in the air or
standing on one leg. It started off simply enough (“How many
cloisters are there in the base game?”“What feature brings the
dragon onto the board?”) but suddenly got a bit harder when
we were asked which Hollywood film had been filmed on
location in the city of Carcassonne. I wasn’t sure, but a Robin
Hood film seemed more plausible than the other options and
fortunately my guess proved to be correct. I was equally stuck
on the next question but chose option c as we hadn’t had to
stand on one leg up until that point. I was right again, and as

(left) A rare privilege indeed (right) Klaus-Jürgen introduces his next song.

(left) Me rambling on about something or other, (middle) Four Carcassonne VIPs: Udo Schmitz, kettlefish, Moritz Brunnhofer and KlausJürgen Wrede, (right) Klaus-Jürgen receives his gift
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(left) MISSION ACCOMPLISHED! (right) Klaus-Jürgen and Bernd Brunnhofer inspect the landscape for misplaced tiles (they didn’t find any)

(left) There was a good selection of Carcassonne spin-offs available for everyone to play,
(right) We chose to play the newest release (which didn’t quite fit on the table).
Tom sat down I looked around and was surprised to see that
I was one of just five people left standing (but not surprised
to see that one of the others was MrNumbers!) Anyway, my
luck ran out on the next question and MrNumbers went into
the final against the only other person left standing. The end
result was a victory for MrNumbers and his prize was a rather
awesome framed South Seas prototype tile like the ones
auctioned at CarcF and CarcC earlier this year.
Tom and I spent a while talking to Benny of CarcF and CarcC
as he showed us his magnetic Carcassonne set. He didn’t seem
entirely convinced about the quality of the tiles but Tom and
I both thought they were excellent and the efforts he’d gone
to in terms of where he’d placed magnets on meeples so that
they could stand or farm showed incredible dedication. Plus
of course, Benny was such a warm and friendly guy that it was
difficult not to enjoy spending time with him regardless of
what we were chatting about!
Together with kettlefish, the three of us ended up being
among the last to leave after helping Klaus-Jürgen to wrap
his gift back up again in order for him to take it home. It felt
(to me) like we’d only been there for a few hours so I was
amazed to see that it was somehow midnight already as we
stood outside waiting for our taxi to arrive. Klaus-Jürgen said
goodbye to us both on his way out and then our taxi picked
us up and took us back to the hotel shortly afterwards. I went
to bed feeling very excited about the next three days in Essen
but didn’t struggle to get to sleep thanks to the superb quality
of the German beer I’d consumed.
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All in all, the evening was a very special one for me and is one
that I’ll always remember. I’ve heard it said that you should
never meet your heroes and I can understand why, but I’m
so glad I met Klaus-Jürgen as he turned out to be one of the
kindest, friendliest and most humble people I’ve ever met. :D
It’s difficult to imagine someone in his shoes being genuinely
interested to hear from his fans but nothing about him
seemed fake; he was just a lovely person who made it feel like
he had all the time in the world to chat. He even remembered
the meeple cufflinks that I made for him last year and asked
Udo to give to him, and commented on how much he liked
them (but rarely had the chance to wear them).
Hearing Klaus-Jürgen playing the piano, the enormous
privilege of presenting him with his gift on behalf of a
community that means so much to me, the great food and
company, the atmosphere, the games, the fun quiz... it all just
added up to one incredible night. Plus of course I was very
relieved to have accomplished what I’d set out to do almost a
year earlier and had done it to the best of my abilities without
anything going wrong! Thanks to everyone who sent me tiles
for having faith in me to deliver something, the end result was
truly something special and Klaus-Jürgen looked very pleased
with it even if it wasn’t the portrait of myself I suggested it was
as he was unwrapping it!
PS - Many thanks to Decar, Benny and Udo for the photos
featured in this write-up!
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Derek Turner is an avid mid-weight Eurogamer
and aspiring game designer, and he enjoys
thinking about the games he plays almost
as much as he enjoys playing them. In his
non-gaming life, he teaches English and Social
Studies in Regina and he writes about board
games, pop culture, current events, and more
at Life of Turner (lifeofturner.blogspot.ca).
It could be argued that there are a
finite number of mechanics that can be
used in board games, and that the true
innovations in game design come in how
those mechanics are combined with one
another, as well as with various themes
and other features. BoardGameGeek inarguably the authoritative source on
such matters - lists only 51 mechanics
as possibilities featured in games. That
number might not seem very high,
but combinations and permutations of
those mechanics have resulted in over
88,000 games being listed in the BGG
database.
But those 51, although exhaustive,
are not necessarily finite in number in
perpetuity, as every few years there is
a new mechanic that is developed and
added to the list. I would argue that the
“legacy” mechanic currently popularized
by Risk Legacy, Pandemic Legacy:
Season 1, and now SeaFall will soon
make the list 52, since it seems to be
developing enough of its own identity
to be listed as a separate mechanic.

Worker Placement Games:
An Introductory Guide

there are entries in the BGG database
dating back to 1991, WP really took hold
as a prominent mechanic in 2005 with
the success of the game Caylus. In the
next few years, games like The Pillars of
the Earth, Agricola, and Stone Age had
further critical and commercial success
helping to cement WP as a leading genre
in this modern age of board games.
Fast forward a decade, and there are
over 1,300 entries in the BGG database
that feature WP as a mechanic, including
many entries in the upper echelons
of the ranks of BGG. WP has emerged
as one of the leading mechanics in
crowdfunded games as well, and it
has become a genre which could
easily consume most - or even all - of a
player’s time. There’s even a WP game
set in an office building entitled “Worker
Placement”, which might be the point at
which the mechanic unofficially jumped

by Derek Turner
the shark, so suffice to say that it is a very
popular genre.

What is worker placement?
Worker placement is a mechanic in
which players use “workers” -- which
may be meeples, dice, cubes, resources,
or other figures -- to take actions on
their turn. There are many variations
on the mechanic, but the core idea that
workers go to a space and take an action
is always present, or else it’s not a worker
placement game. Many WP games
include resources that the players gather
in order to then take more complex
actions, and a hallmark of the genre is
that there are many different strategies
that players can pursue in order to win.
The variations may occur in many
different areas other than the obvious
differences in themes and external

The most recent mechanic that became
incredibly popular very quickly came
almost a decade ago, in 2008, when
Dominion introduced “deck-building” as
a mechanic. There was a huge wave of
deck-building games over the ensuing
years, and now there are over 1,800
games and expansions on BGG with
that mechanic identified, including at
least two dozen that have achieved
widespread popularity and acclaim.
But it was not too much earlier that the
previous innovation in board gaming
mechanics started to take hold: “worker
placement”, or “WP” for short. Although
January / February 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter
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appearances. There is often - but not
always - competition for various spaces
that allow the players to take actions.
Players can often add workers to their
pool to take more actions, whether as
a temporary or a permanent measure.
Some games feature a track that includes
its own progression as the game ensues,
whereas others provide a more open
“sandbox” feel that leaves the game up
to the whims of its players. Even the end
game may be varied, as some games
have a fixed number of rounds, whereas
others tie the end game condition into
one of the action spaces, for example.
It should be noted, however, that WP
is not an absolute definition, nor is it
undisputed. For example, one of my
favourite games - the 2014 “bag-builder”
Orléans - is not itself listed with WP as
a mechanic, though both of its large
expansions are. I myself do not see
how it can be justified as a WP game,
considering how the “workers” function
- they are taken from an individual
pool from which you draw and assign
on your own to spaces on your own
board, which lends me to consider that
it is correctly labeled on BGG as a “deck /
pool building game”, which then makes
me think of this...

Evaluating WP games
It’s not hard to understand why WP
games are so popular now from either
the perspective of the designers or the
players. There’s an instant familiarity
with the mechanic in merely using the
phrase “worker placement”, and that
comfort provides an easy access point
for new players to learn the game more
quickly. It also means that designers
can experiment more with different
aspects of their designs, as they do not
necessarily need to be as concerned
about the difficulties that players may
have with the basic mechanical concept
of their game.
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The similarities inherent within WP
games do present a problem, however:
with so many WP games out there, it
can be difficult to set one game apart
from the rest. There are three areas in
which I see WP games distinguishing
themselves: mechanics, theme, and
replayability.
Mechanics - The central mechanic of
placing workers and taking actions is
always present, but the ways in which
that happens are widely varied, and the
ways in which secondary mechanics
are incorporated requires innovation to
differentiate the game from the many
other WP games. Some games feature a
set sequence of events or fixed number
of rounds, whereas others are wide
open in how the actions can occur and
when end game happens. Some games
are more directed and deterministic,
whereas others remain wide open for
a longer time, though both paths can
provide a surprising amount of agency
for the players.
Theme - Although this might be the
most obvious way in which WP games
are distinguished, many of them are
relatively indistinguishable from one
another. Many games start with a
description that starts with something
like, “So, you’re in a medieval village...”,
and would be mostly indistinguishable
from each other to the average person.
That said, there are a few very unique
themes that do stick out and make the
games and the experiences memorable,
and it’s fun to really get into a game for
its theme and not just its mechanics.
Replayability - One thing that can
happen in some games is that they
become stale with the same setup from
game to game; if there is no variation
in setup, it is much easier to “solve” the
game (or at least to feel like it is solved)
and to use a dominant strategy. To
combat this possibility and to increase
the replayability of the game, most WP
games incorporate some element of
randomness, but the ways in which they
do so - dice, cards, location tiles - vary.
The trick is to create a game which is
not the same each time, but that is also
not too randomly determined so as to
thwart the player’s attempts to think
ahead.

Of those three, I would say that I
prioritize mechanics and replayability
much more than theme, as I find that
even a dry theme can be enjoyable if
the game works; in the same vein, if
the game does not work or feels too
repetitive, even a great theme cannot
save it from itself. At the same time, I
should be drawn into the game by its
theme - or at least its presentation.

Worker placement and me
As might be expected of a gamer like
me - especially since I tend to enjoy
European-style games over their
American counterparts - I have a deep
familiarity with and affinity for WP
games. By my count, I own fourteen
games that feature worker placement
as a primary mechanic, and I have
previously owned another five.
I recently played The Pillars of the Earth
- one of the earliest popular examples
of the genre - for the first time, as
well as Viticulture, one of my recent
favourites, and so I was inspired to go
on a journey through the annals of BGG
and my own collection to determine
just how much of a role WP had played
in my collection. I did an outdated poll
online that indicated that I had played
24 of 50 of the top ranked WP games on
BGG, which made me curious as to how
many WP games I had actually played,
so I spent some time going through
the listings on BGG to make a list of
prevalent WP games in order to evaluate
my own plays.

Between WP games that I have played,
those on my want to play list, and other
significant WP games by BGG ranking I
came up with a list of over one hundred
WP games of note. I know that everyone’s
list would be a little different based on
their experiences, but I tried to create
as exhaustive a list as I could based on
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popularity, ranking, and general buzz
(including Kickstarter reputation).
Of those 118 games, I have played 44,
including twenty of them once, eight
twice, five thrice, and eleven others
four or more times. I have recorded a
total of 149 plays in the genre, which
is equivalent to just under 10% of my
total recorded plays; that includes 98
plays alone on my top 11. Another 39
WP games are on my list to play (about
1/6 of my “want to play” list), thirteen of
which are either currently on my “top to
play” list for the year or have been on
that list in the past.

7. Viticulture (5)
8. Agricola: All Creatures Big and Small
(4)
8. Caverna: The Cave Farmers (4)
8. Floating Market (4)
8. Spyrium (4)
WP games with 3 plays: Egizia; Last Will;
Ora et Labora; Stone Age; The Voyages
of Marco Polo (5)
WP games with 2 plays: Alien Frontiers;
Bora Bora; Caylus; Euphoria: Build
A Better Dystopia; Keyflower; The
Manhattan Project; Russian Railroads;
Troyes (8)

There are another almost three dozen
games of some sort of significance to me
and/or beyond - some have been on my
want to play list in the past, others have
merely piqued my interest at times, and
yet others are relatively highly ranked on
BGG (top 500) or popular, so I included
them in my list.

WP games with 1 play: Asking For
Trobils; Belfort; Discoveries; Dungeon
Lords; Fields of Arle; La Granja; Kingsburg;
Lewis and Clark; Luna; The Manhattan
Project: Energy Empire; Mombasa; The
Pillars of the Earth; Province; Targi; Tiny
Epic Western; Tournay; Trajan; Tzolk’in:
The Mayan Calendar; Yedo; Yunnan (20)

I had a number of ideas of the directions
in which I could take this post: evaluating
and ranking all of the WP games I have
played or dividing them by level of
complexity, but I quickly realized that
either of those exercises would result
in heading toward an asymptote of
minutiae that would consume all time
and space with very little benefit for
author or reader. I imagine this is the
kind of post that I could update on an
annual basis, so I am attempting to set
it up that way.

Want to play

So I opted for the much simpler solution
and made a few observations and lists
based on the games I have played. I
ended up with four distinct sections: a
few lists of the WP games I have played;
lists of the WP games I want to play; a
few superlative lists with commentary
on examples for each entry; and, finally,
my current favourite WP games.

Top WP games to play: Carson City;
Dominant Species; Dungeon Petz; A
Feast for Odin; First Martians: Adventures
on the Red Planet; The Gallerist; Jorvik;
Kanban; Lorenzo il Magnifico; My
Village; Robinson Crusoe: Adventure on
the Cursed Island; Vinhos (12)

Games Played
Most played WP games:
1. Agricola (23)
2. Lords of Waterdeep (mostly with
Scoundrels of Skullport expansion) (18)
3. Le Havre (13)
4. Village (11)
5. Fresco (6) (with various expansions)
5. Harbour (6)
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Even though I have played 44 different
worker placement games, there are
another 34 games and 5 expansions on
my Want to Play list, with another 35
games also on my radar, even if I have
not yet tagged them as Want to Play. I
could play a new WP game or expansion
every week for the rest of the year and
not make it through the entire list, which
seems a little excessive - because it is.
Oh well, the list is what it is, so here it is.

Others on my Want to Play list: Asara;
Above and Below; Alchemists; Alea
Iacta Est; Ancient World; Brewcrafters;
Bruxelles 1893; Chimera Station;
Charterstone; CO2; Copycat; Covert;
Doughnut Drive-Thru; Islebound; Key
to the City - London; The Manhattan
Project 2: Minutes to Midnight; Murano;
Signorie; Snowdonia; Tower; Victorian
Masterminds; What’s He Building In
There? (22)

Expansions to play: Agricola: Farmers
of the Moor; Fresco: Module 7; Fresco:
Module 8,9, and 10; Stone Age: The
Expansion; Village Port (5)
Other games possibly to play at some
point: Abandon Planet; Age of Empires
III; Archipelago; Arkwright; Automania;
Cargo Noir; Caylus Magna Carta; The
Colonists; Dice City; Fabled Fruit; El
Gaucho; Keydom; Key Harvest; Key
Market; Keyper; Keythedral; Lancaster;
Madeira; Myrmes; The Name of the Rose;
Near and Far; New Bedford; Oddville;
Panamax; Patchistory; Penny Press;
Praetor; Pret-a-Porter; Prodigals Club;
Shipyard; Spirits of the Rice Paddy;
Steam Works; Trickerion; Vanuatu; Vasco
da Gama; VivaJava: The Coffee Game
(35)
Top WP games to replay: Belfort; Caylus;
Fields of Arle; La Granja; Keyflower; Luna;
Mombasa; Targi; Trajan; Troyes

Various Lists
Best introductory “gateway” WP
games:
Agricola: All Creatures Big and Small
- This two-player version of Agricola
focuses mainly on the animal husbandry
aspect of the original game, and it works
really well. The two expansions add a
variety of buildings that make the game
much more replayable than it is in its
original form, and this is an excellent
introduction to Agricola as well as to the
idea of worker placement.
Lords of Waterdeep - This fantasy game,
set in the Dungeons and Dragons
universe, is fairly straightforward in how
it plays: send your agents out to hire
adventurers and get gold and then use
those adventurers to complete quests.
Stone Age - Stone Age is the earliest
popular “family” WP game, and there are
good reasons for that. It’s fairly easy to
learn and intuitive, although there is a
lot of variability from various end game
bonuses and dice rolls. It’s a great game
to play to learn how WP games work.
Best themes:
Alien Frontiers - The theme seems a
little dry at first - establishing colonies
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on a distant planet - but there are a lot
of little touches that make me really
enjoy this theme, including the different
options for tech cards and the use of
the names of classic sci-fi authors in the
various areas of the planet.

it also features a competitive worker
placement mechanic in which the
way in which players place workers
helps determine how other players are
rewarded and the costs of various cards.

is the grandaddy of the genre; I have
not yet played the “card” version, Caylus
Magna Carta; and Spyrium was a really
unique twist on the idea. That’s a strong
record.

Euphoria: Build A Better Dystopia Players are manipulating different types
of workers and resources - including
“bliss” - in a dystopian society and trying
to keep their knowledge low so that they
do not become aware of their plight.

Tzolk’in: The Mayan Calendar - Tzolk’in
was very popular a few years ago,
largely due to its inclusion of “gears”
that rotated and affected the placement
of your workers for future rounds. It’s a
visually striking and unique game, and I
would really like to try it again.

Simone Luciani and Daniele Tascini - The
Italian designers created Tzolk’in: The
Mayan Calendar and The Voyages of
Marco Polo, and Luciani has another WP
game on the way.

Last Will - Players are attempting to
be the first to lose all of their money
in order to earn an inheritance. It’s a
surprisingly difficult shift to make - to
lose money rather than to earn it - but
it’s effective. The idea has recently been
reimplemented in Prodigals Club, which
I would like to try sometime.

Village - This relatively simple WP game
has a small but key innovation: the use
of “time” as a currency. In Village, you
use time to represent the passing of
generations, and your workers have
to “die” and be placed in the Village
Chronicle, which then triggers the end
of the game.

The Manhattan Project - In Manhattan
Project, players compete as nations
racing to discover nuclear technology
and create nuclear bombs. If you do
not have a moral argument with that
premise, there’s a tense exciting game
here, with laborers, scientists, and
engineers as different types of workers,
as well as the opportunity for espionage.

Essential (Big) Expansions:

Viticulture - In this game - easily the most
visually attractive WP game, as far as I
am concerned - players run competing
vineyards and plant and harvest grapes,
turn them into wine, and try to sell
their wine over the course of each year.
It really feels like you’re building the
infrastructure of a vineyard, and I find
myself totally taken in by the theme as
well as the mechanics of the game. (I
have not yet played Vinhos, so I cannot
speak as to how the two compare in
terms of theme or mechanics.)
Favourite innovations:
Dice as workers: I think Kingsburg was
technically the first to use dice as the
workers, but Alien Frontiers and Troyes
were released close to the same time.
Bora Bora used dice a couple of years
later, but I think that The Voyages of
Marco Polo has arguably taken the idea
to another new level.
Spyrium - Not only does this game
have a really fun steampunk theme,
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Alien Frontiers: Factions - The first
expansion is being reprinted through
Kickstarter, which is a good thing, since
it adds variable player starting powers
and a deck of agendas that are essential
for replayability.
Lords of Waterdeep: Scoundrels of
Skullport - It’s almost hard to believe
that I played Waterdeep without the
expansion modules, since they seem
so essential to the game. They add
big money quests and the corruption
track and make the whole experience
much better without adding significant
complexity - just more options.
Village Inn - I really enjoy Village on its
own, but including the brewery and
the inn, which includes characters with
a variety of abilities - not to mention a
fifth player - really adds to the game.
Viticulture: Tuscany - Viticulture is a
great game on its own, but the Tuscany
expansion adds so much content. I
have not yet “uncorked” most of the
expansions, including the new board,
but I’m looking forward to doing so over
the next few months.

Jamey Stegmaier and Alan Stone - The
designers of Euphoria and Viticulture
are coming out with a new WP game
later this year called Charterstone that
has a unique twist: it is a legacy game
that will (theoretically) be fully playable
as a traditional WP game after its
completion.
Uwe Rosenberg - Rosenberg is the
undisputed king of the genre, with
multiple WP games not only in the
Top 50 but in the Top 10 on BGG. I
have played five of his titles - Agricola,
Agricola: All Creatures Big and Small,
Caverna: The Cave Farmers; Le Havre;
and Ora et Labora - at least thrice, with
another (Fields of Arle) with one play
and yet another (A Feast For Odin) as my
top game to play, so suffice to say that I
really like his contributions to the genre.
Favourite WP games that use minimal
workers:
Harbour - This short strategic game
features only one worker for each player,
but there’s a lot of puzzling in how best
to use your worker with the different
buildings that emerge.
Le Havre - You have only one worker
each round to place, which might
seem easy at first, but often ends up
in paralyzing decisions later on in this
meaty economic WP game.
Targi - Targi actually uses four meeples,
but you end up with only two actions
according to the points at which they
cross in a grid, which makes the game
feel a lot smaller than it is.

Favourite WP Designers:

Favourite Worker Placement
Games

William Attia - All three of his most
popular games are WP games: Caylus

I thought that after all of those lists
that it would be best to conclude with
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my current Top Ten Worker Placement
games. This list is very similar to my list
of most-played WP games, which makes
sense; of course, the games I like the
most are the ones I play the most, and
the ones I play the most are the ones in
my collection because I like them the
most.
I thought about ranking them, but once
I started to actually try to do so, I found
it very difficult to put them in order. The
biggest problem I found was Agricola
- it is by far my most played WP game,
but I do not play it as often anymore
because there are so many others. It has
also been significantly reimplemented
by Caverna: The Cave Farmers, which I
also own and like to play; some players
feel like Caverna is the far superior
game, but I still really like Agricola and
play both equally. So I decided in the
end not to rank them and to list them in
alphabetical order.
There are a couple of WP games I
included on my list that have relatively
few plays, but I still think they have
earned a spot in my favourites of the
genre. There are a few other WP games
- La Granja and Targi come immediately
to mind - that could easily sneak into
my top ten in future years based on the
games I have played only once (or even
those I have yet to play). For each game,
I have included the number of current
plays in parentheses, as well as a short
commentary on the game.
Agricola (23) - The classic competition
in medieval farming is my most-played,
but I still have not cracked into either the
Interactive or Complex decks provided
with the game or the expansion. I feel
like I could play this a lot more and still
not come anywhere near to mastering
it.

within the choices of actions and
buildings.

The Voyages of Marco Polo (3) - This is
the most recently released game on my
list, but I am really enjoying exploring
it. It is a very tightly designed game,
though the inclusion of variable player
powers with great significance makes it
more interesting than some of its fellow
WP games.

Conclusion
Fresco (6) - This is a more “simple” WP
game with a fixed route for players, but
it has a lot of compelling decisions to
make along the way - not to mention
a variety of modules that add very
interesting parts to the game to make it
more complex.
Le Havre (13) - I have played this heavy
economic game over a dozen times, but
I still have not come anywhere close to
cracking it - and I have barely gotten
into the special buildings.
Lords of Waterdeep with Scoundrels of
Skullport (18) - It feels like every time I
play this fantasy game it ends up coming
down to one quest and a few points for
the winner. I don’t know how it works to
be so balanced, but it’s a lot of fun - and
the expansion is essential.
The Manhattan Project (2) - The race
for building atomic bombs has been
extremely tense, as both times I have
played this game, it has come down to
one turn. This game is the only one in
my top ten that I do not currently own,
but it - along with its expansion, Second
Stage - is high on my list to buy.

Alien Frontiers (2) - I really enjoy the scifi theme and the aspect of establishing
colonies to manage area control. I’m
excited to add the Factions expansion
later this year to create a more varied
set-up and end game experience.

Village (11) - I really appreciate the use
of time as a currency and the idea of
having to train subsequent generations.
I just added the Inn expansion, which
really changes the game, and I also just
discovered that I have been playing a
small but crucial rule incorrectly, so I’m
looking forward to playing the game
correctly from now on.

Caverna: The Cave Farmers (4) - This
reimplementation of Agricola is highly
regarded for good reason. I have only
played it four times, and I have merely
begun to explore the many options

Viticulture (5) - I’m in the process
of “uncorking” all of the expansion
modules, including a new expanded
game board, special workers, and mafia
and cheese and arboriculture modules,
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so I’m excited to keep playing it.

I really enjoy worker placement games,
as they provide not only a familiarity
within the basic mechanic, but also
variation with the many different ways
that other elements of theme, mechanic,
and replayability are implemented. It is
one of my favourite genres of game - if
not the most - and I feel as though I have
a lot left to explore not only within the
genre but within each game.
I am looking forward to playing and
replaying many of the games from
this list in the near future, and I am
particularly excited to see what happens
with Charterstone when it is released
(hopefully) later this year. I am also
interested to see if there are any other
innovations that make a difference to
the genre, or whether it has reached
its peak. My suspicion is that it will
increasingly be incorporated as a part of
a more complex game (like in Mombasa)
and that much of the future innovation
will be in that regard.
Or maybe I will have to work on
designing the next major innovation in
the genre myself - I have an idea with
a theme that might work, so it’s just
a matter of designing the other three
games I have in progress first. Until then
- or as that is happening - I will keep on
enjoying the genre and exploring its
established boundaries, even as new
ones are surely already on the way.
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Nova Cat Battletech Campaign
By Lance Mathew

Operation Revival: Part IC – Placement Trials
The Clans (the ‘evolved’ form of the Star League Defense
Force), isolated for more than two hundred years, have begun
combat trials to discover which among themselves is worthy
to invade and conquer the Inner Sphere. Our intrepid players
have chosen Clan Nova Cat. Their fourth matchup is against
the Jade Falcon Clan.
Star Commander Ecnal with MechWarriors Naes, Nosaj and
Robdy are tempered from their continued success in the
Operation Revival Placement Trials. Now, it is time for the Nova
Cats to face off against the undefeated Jade Falcons!

to invade and conquer the Inner Sphere. Our intrepid players
have chosen Clan Nova Cat. Their third match up is against the
Blood Spirit Clan.
Star Commander Ecnal with MechWarriors Naes, Nosaj and
Robdy are fresh from their success against the Star Adders
and must now face off against the Blood Spirits Clan in the
Operation Revival Placement Trials; finally it is time to return
to the Inner Sphere. Whether it is to safeguard or conquer
the Inner Sphere was going to be decided shortly. They have
made adjustments with forcing Robdy to pilot a Jenner IIC
instead of his beloved Adder.

“This bidding is maddening!” asserted Star Commander Ecnal
as he glared around the room at his fellow Star Commanders.

“The terrain is maddening!” proclaimed Nosaj as he blasted his
Supernova’s ninety ton jump jets and soared towards a soft
landing near a swift flowing creek.

“He is starting to sound like you Nosaj”, snickered Robdy as he
and the rest of the star looked down from their balcony seats
into the bidding room.

“I am getting sick of hearing those words from you Nosaj!”
snarled Naes as he splashed and his smashed his way past in
his Kodiak through the dense jungle terrain.

“Nosaj has the words down to an art - Star Commander Ecnal
will have to take time off piloting his Nova Cat to get as good
as Nosaj” commented Naes in bored tone.

“I am beginning to agree! With both of you! But, as difficult as
it is for us brothers imagine how much more difficult it is for
the inept Blood Spirits!” laughed Elyk as he trudged through
the thick terrain in his Executioner.

“Perhaps”, smiled Nosaj.
“Either way I believe we will soon be out of the bidding!” Elyk
managed to get out between clenched teeth.
In unison under their breath they all replied, “Seyla!”
Operation Revival: Part IB – Placement Trials
The Clans (the ‘evolved’ form of the Star League Defense
Force), isolated for more than two hundred years, have begun
combat trials to discover which among themselves is worthy
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“They could be heading straight for us – but I cannot see
anything in this dense overgrowth. Star Commander do you
recommend any plan to deal with the Blood Spirits?” derided
Robdy from his Jenner IIC Battlemech.
“Keep your eyes on you sensors they must be here somewhere!
I doubt they are setting up an ambush but anything is
possible; this is the path to the Inner Sphere!” answered
Star Commander Ecnal as he crept as catlike as his Nova Cat
Omnimech would allow in the murky dense jungle.
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FOW: First Wednesday Night of Every Month Demo
By Lance Mathew

Team Yankee! (January 4th, 2017)
With the weather at -40-something- ̊C, it was unbelievably
cold and I expected all those who told me that they were
interested in WWIII (yes, World War Three – you read that
correctly) would not be there. Again, I was wrong – two
months in a row now – everyone showed up: Alex, Brett, Chris,
James, Jason, Justin, Kyle, and Michael. They had all braved the
extreme cold to come and try out the Cold War at its hottest!
Everyone was keen to try out the game. However, everyone
wanted the newest players to give it a go while the veterans
stood back and observed. So, Alex stepped up and wore the
Warsaw Pact hat while Brett gave the NATO’s West Germans
a shot. Alex and Brett rolled up Counter Attack with Alex
defending with half of his troops.

Stalingrad (January, 7th, 2017)

Brett was quickly confused but Justin stepped in to assist
while I gave simple suggestions to Alex. Alex began to bash
Brett and Justin’s West Germans with all his support platoons.
First went the NATO AA (anti-aircraft), clearing the way for a
reserve platoon of Hinds to eventually arrive a few turns later
(which raked the Leopard IIs and broke the platoon). Next
went three quarters of the Luchs on the table to Shilka direct
fire. Justin and Brett remained on the defensive and eventually
broke when Alex finally deployed his ambushing T72s.

A huge turnout for one of the most epic battles in history; we,
the Flames of War Regina Rifles, had a total of twelve players:
six Soviets and six Axis! We certainly had done our best to
‘represent’ the two-plus million personnel involved in the five
month long battle of history. Massive close quarter assaults,
devastating bombardments, multiple aerial dogfights and air
strikes – we had it all. With such a large turnout we occupied
the back half of Tramp’s Comics and Games main floor. For the
main event three tables were set up in a “v” on which engaged
the main battle forces, and for the side event we had two other
tables lengthwise for the relief column.

Thanks again for Justin in loaning his gorgeously painted West
Germans. I hope when the DDR ( Deutsche Demokratische
Republik / East German / Volksarmee) is out they can face off
in a terrific struggle! This, coincidentally, is what the Warsaw
Pact troops are painted as in the pictures. I am anxiously
waiting for the release of the Volksarmee book (expect it at
Tramp’s any day) to finish building the army – expect the next
Team Yankee Demo to include the DDR!

Team Kaptain Kip of the Axis forces deployed on the left “v”
table, Chris deployed in the centre, and Jace deployed on the
right part of the “v”. To oppose Kip, Team Comrade капита́н
Jace sent Sean and Tyler to double team his adversary. Matt
with his Mixed Tankovy slammed into Chris on the centre and
Jace himself took on Jarrod. At centre stage the main battle
played itself out mostly like it did in history with massive
casualties and broken companies!
Along those lines the side-stage battle of the relief column
also went the same as history. However, this is where I learned
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that I had set up the relief column in a poor position. With two
4’ x 6’ tables lengthwise, it was twelve feet of ‘too far’ to make it
onto the “v” table and relieve Stalingrad proper. In other words
I had set myself up to fail with no way to change history and
forcing five players to mostly sit on their laurels as the action
took place elsewhere – once again my apologies Brody, Justin,
Stephen, and Tim.
However, we were observed in our natural habitat by quite a
few people who stopped by to gander at the massive game,
the hordes of troops, and the groans and cheers of miniature
battle! Also, with a bit of time to kill Tim took the time to check
out the AIW (Arab-Israeli era) book – which he later purchased.
Thanks again for everyone who attended and made such an
event a great time! And, once again, thanks to Tramp’s for
letting us hold these large scale battles! Our next event is a
Late War Tournament on February 25th! Also, our next large
scale event is a WWI Event entitled Vimy Ridge on April 8th. I
will also remind the reader that every first Wednesday night of
the month at Tramp’s we do a Flames of War Demo from 18:1520:15 (6:15pm to 8:15pm). February is the Great War (WWI).

The Great War! (February 1st, 2017)
Flames of War WWI seems to be the least popular choice – at
least here in Saskatchewan – which is a shame, as it is a very
quick, fun game that is perfect for demos! The table size is 4’
x 4’ with the terrain playing a pivotal role in the setup of each
scenario. When I say terrain, I mean exactly what you envision:
trenches. Trench warfare is the signature of the Great War, also
known as World War I.
Brody and Kyle were on hand. We waited a bit for another
player to show up, but I am guessing the return of the cold
(aka -30˚C) had something to do with it. Also, Brody had his
Drama class to attend, so in the end it was just Kyle and I who
faced off against one another. I selected the mission: Through
the Mud and Blood. It is one I have always wanted to try and
looked very quick and fun.

We rolled off and Kyle rolled a four and I rolled a five – I was the
attacker! I prefer to be the attacker as I am terrible at getting
reserves in to assist my troops. As per the scenario I put one
of my infantry platoon and a tank platoon on each attack
zone. Kyle had already put his HMGs (Heavy machine guns)
and one of his infantry platoons on, both inside the trench
line. Kyle had first turn and managed to pin me down with
his HMG and platoon fire into my infantry platoon; he also
managed to kill a couple of teams. I am not a fan of assaulting
into HMGs, so for two turns I remained gone to ground and
dug in with my infantry. However, after this game I became
a big fan of the A7V. The A7V’s front armour is impervious to
infantry and HMG fire – where the British Mark IVs are not –
which I mercilessly exploited to wipe out Kyle’s HMG platoon.
However, the damage had already been done: Kyle had killed
three of my center platoon teams, making my infantry a poor
assault force to take into the trenches to do battle with Kyle’s
entirely intact British platoon.
Meanwhile, my left flanking force had been slogging along
unmolested, unlike my center force. By turn three Kyle was
finally granted a platoon of reserves. It would seem Kyle is
not any better at rolling for reserves than I am. Kyle chose his
infantry to come to the rescue and secure the objectives and
drive off the Hun! Needing to advance towards the objectives,
I did so firing as I went. My shooting was extremely effective,
so much so that I broke Kyle’s infantry platoon, and then his
entire company.
It was a fun game and an easy clean up. Kyle and I talked
about the Vimy Ridge Total War Game coming up on April 8th
to mark the 100th Anniversary of the battle of Vimy Ridge; a
historic event to check out if you are interested in WWI history,
Canadian history, or especially if you are interested in getting
into Flames of War.

Through the Mud and Blood has the attacker starting in on
two different flanks; one flank (half of the attacking force) is
through the trench lines [centre] and the other (the other half )
is through the far [left] side. The defender sets up at the end
of the trenches [centre] and the reserves arrive near where the
objectives are in the right hand side of the table.
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The
SaskGames
Word Search
You need something more to do
than just read a newsletter. How
about we put you to work with
a Word Search? Find the game
related words below. Can you find
them all? We will not give you the
words to find, only the following
clues:
The theme for this issue is:
what it’s made of. What pieces
do you use to play games?
In addition to finding our
website and three slogans,
find 20 game components.

--A number of you commented
that you really liked the word
search. We’re glad you like it
and we will try to make sure to
add one each issue. A couple of
people wished we would print
a list of the words. Part of the
challenge is using the theme for
the words to both identify then
find them. To help you out, we
will publish a list of words on the
website for those looking for a
hand. The list will be published
in the New Bulletin Thread HERE
By Nicole Persram
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THANK YOU to all of the
sponsors and supporters who
have helped Sask Games
become this great community.
Your contributions, small and
large go a long way towards
growing our hobby and
making these events possible.
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THANK YOU to all of the
sponsors and supporters who
have helped Sask Games
become this great community.
Your contributions, small and
large go a long way towards
growing our hobby and
making these events possible.

DONATIONS
Diamond Supporters
have given $1000+ in support
Platinum Supporters
have given $500+ in support
Gold Supporters
have given $200+ in support
Silver Supporters
have given $100+ in support
Community Builders have given up to
$100 in support
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Call For Volunteers
Would you like to get involved? There are plenty of ways you can help or be a part
of the team. We invite people to be involved with our events, our newsletter, and
the website. Perhaps you like to write, maybe you are great with people and want to
ambassador an event, it could be you like to teach games, or just want to be in the
background supporting what we do. In any case, we would love to hear from you!!!
Send us an email with some information about what you would like to do:
Volunteers@SaskGames.com

About SaskGames
The SaskGames site is primarily in place to promote board games and help
members locate others with similar interests in the Province of Saskatchewan. The
site has a calendar where events can be posted for Public or Private gaming venues.
The public venues can be viewed and accessed by anyone; the private venues are
open to only those members as dictated by the owner of the venue. Each member
will only see the events and postings for venues they have been given access to.
The result is a consolidated calendar which will show a variety of gaming events
occurring in the Province. This will serve to make it easier for people to get involved
in various board game activities that interest them. The site has a section devoted
to various styles of games where players can indicate their interests in particular
games or genres for the purpose of connecting with others who share that interest.
We hope this helps members get some of their favourite games to the table more
often. “Life is Short; Play Games!”

Connect to Us!
Email us:
Info@SaskGames.com
Join us:
www.SaskGames.com
Want Future Issues?
Subscribe Here
Past Issues Available
Here

Newsletter Team
Chief Meeple / Designer
Nicole Persram
Editor
Marc Bendig

* OUR MISSION *
(1) Organize board gaming in the province of Saskatchewan by having a consolidated
calendar of gaming events.
(2) Assist people to connect with other people with similar game interests.
(3) Make it easier for people who visit Saskatchewan to find game stores and/or board
game events.
(4) Continue to grow and promote the hobby with fun, family-friendly events.

Special Thanks
We would like to thank Pixel Smash
Studios for the time and effort put
into making this Newsletter.

SaskGames by the Numbers:
1,197 Members / 42,165 Posts / 6,217 Topics / 285,187 Page Views Last Month
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